Broadband supercontinuum laser absorption spectrometer for multiparameter gas phase combustion diagnostics.
We report on the development and application of a broadband absorption spectrometer utilizing a pulsed supercontinuum laser light source and dispersion compensating fiber with a single-pass absorption path to obtain absolute methane mole fractions in a laminar nonpremixed CH(4)/air flame supported on a Wolfhard-Parker burner. The basic principle of supercontinuum broadband absorption spectroscopy (SCLAS) provides advantageous means of combustion diagnostics since the broad spectral coverage allows for use in high-pressure high-temperature environments. Furthermore, a previously validated tunable diode laser absorption spectroscopy fitting algorithm was applied to the recorded spectra and found to be applicable to SCLAS measurements as well, by comparison of fitted methane gas concentrations to reference measurements on the Wolfhard-Parker burner. The spectrometer reached spectral resolutions of up to 0.152 cm(-1), while providing a spectral coverage of over 110 cm(-1), with an absorption path length of only 41 mm. First measurements of absolute CH(4) mole fractions showed the suitability of SCL-based spectroscopy for combustion diagnostics with short absorption path lengths in the nIR spectral region. Here, we achieved in-flame methane mole fraction resolutions of 3%(Vol.) (1210 ppm·m) and optical resolutions of up to 1.1×10(-2). Based on this first validation, this method can now be extended to other species and combustion parameters such as temperature and pressure.